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Blog, news, ecommerce:  Does genre matter for taggers?  

 

Abstract 

This study presents an analysis of over 7000 tags assigned to 36 online resources. 

Analysis of the genre tags revealed that users’ preferences in assigning tags emerged 

from the context of the resource. Study revealed significant variance in tagging 

vocabulary across four content categories and three resource genres. Based on Bakhtin’s 

genre theory (1986), this study suggests that utilization of genre should be grounded on 

language, in particular, on its meaning it carries to a particular group of individuals.  
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Introduction: Genre Studies 

Genre has been investigated in several different domains, including rhetoric (e.g., 

Jamieson & Campbell, 1982), linguistics (e.g., Askehave & Swales, 2001; Bhatia, 1993; 

Schryer, 2002), anthropology (e.g., Hanks, 1987), media (e.g., Corner, 1991; Neale, 

1995), psychology (e.g., Mandler, 1984), human-computer interaction (e.g.,Vaughan & 

Dillon, 2006) and library and information science (LIS) (e.g., Crowston & Kwasnik, 

2003; Montesi & Navarrete, 2008; Montesi, 2010; Rosso, 2005). Researchers in these 

domains have studied genre from uniquely disciplinary perspectives and have offered 

various definitions of genre. In rhetoric, for example, Jamieson and Campbell (1982) 

define a genre as a “dynamic fusion of substantive, stylistic, and situational elements and 

. . . constellations that are strategic responses to the demands of the situation and 

purposes of the rhetor" (p. 146). Based on Jamieson and Campbell's definition, Miller 

(1984) argues that genre refers to a “conventional category of discourse based in large-

scale typification of rhetorical action; as action, it acquires meaning from situation and 

from the social context in which that situation arose” (p. 163). Thus, from Miller’s 

perspective, genre is a “rhetorical means for mediating private intentions and social 

exigence; it motivates by connecting the private with the public, the singular with the 

recurrent” (p. 163); and learning about genre helps us to “understand better the situations 

in which we find ourselves and the potentials for failure and success in acting together” 

(p. 165). And Bauman, a linguistic anthropologist, suggests that each genre is defined by 

its “thematic or referential capacities, as a routinized vehicle for encoding and expressing 

particular orders of knowledge and experience” (2002, p. 85). He specifically points to 

the referential orientation of genres as part of the “indexical field implicated in 

relationships of generic intertextuality” (p. 85). For example, curing chants within healing 

rituals can also be performed in other contexts for entertainment, for the chanter’s 

pleasure, or for instructional purposes to teach a novice healing practitioner (p. 85). In 
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this way, Bauman’s notion of genres is closely aligned to Bakhtin and Medvedev’s 

(1928/1985) conceptualization of genre as an “aggregate of the means for seeing and 

conceptualizing reality” (p. 137). For Bakhtin (1986) genres are kinds of practice that 

characterized by their “addressivity” (p. 95): Different genres correspond to different 

“conceptions of the addressee” and “determined by that area of human activity and 

everyday life to which the given utterance is related” (p. 95).  

Each discipline has reflected its particular purpose of genre categorization, such 

as linguists employed genre to interpret specific features of language with particular types 

of writing; rhetoricians used genre to explain the social and cultural factors of language in 

use; psychologists examined the influence of text structure on reading comprehension 

and constructed text categorization according to the mode of cognitive processing 

required by different types of text (Rosso, 2005).   

LIS genre studies draw heavily on Yates and Orlikowski’s (1992) 

conceptualization of the notion of genre (e.g., Crowston & Kwasnik, 2003; Roussinov et 

al., 2001; Montessi & Navarreti, 2008), which posits that the “genre of organizational 

communication (e.g., recommendation letters or proposals) is a typified communicative 

action invoked in response to a recurrent situation” (1992, p. 301).  

Researchers in LIS have suggested that genre may have implications for 

information seeking and retrieval (e.g., Crowston & Kwasnik, 2003; Freund, 2012; 

Montesi & Navarrete, 2008; Montesi, 2010; Rosso, 2005; Roussinov et al., 2001). 

Beghtol (2001) argued that genre analysis may be used to create a “framework of analysis 

for a domain” that can help “structure and interpret texts, events, ideas, decisions, 

explanations and every other human activity in that domain” (p. 19). Crowston and 

Kwasnik (2003) suggested that "identification and use of document genre as a facet of 

document and query representation" (p. 346) may improve performance and enhance 

resource representation in information retrieval systems.  In contrast, Rosso’s (2005) 

study of the implications of genre for web search and retrieval found that genre-annotated 

search results produced no significant improvement in a user’s ability to make relevant 

judgments.  

Studies of user-generated vocabularies have also suggested that users tend to 

employ genre related tags (e.g., Montesi, 2010; Munk & Mork, 2007). Munk and Mork’s 

(2007b) quantitative analysis of 178,460 Delicious tags found that genre tags comprised 

3.8% of the analyzed tags (p. 122), whereas Lamere’s (2008) study of the 500 most 

frequently applied tags at Last.fm indicated that genre accounted for 68% of all tags 

assigned. Unlike traditional indexing systems, which generally assign a single genre, a 

resource in Last.fm can be “tagged with all potentially applicable” (p. 103) genre tags, 

thereby providing for better representation of the “fuzziness at the boundaries of 

[musical] genre categories” (p. 106) (see also Inskip, 2009).   

This study aims to analyze the effect of the genre on tagging vocabulary 

generated by a potentially more diverse population of students and faculty at Indiana 

University in Bloomington (IUB). In particular, study examines whether tagging 

vocabulary varies across the three resource genres (news article, blog and ecommerce) 

and four content categories (TOOL, CLOTHING, FRUIT, VEHICLE).  
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Method 

A quasi-experiment study was conducted to investigate whether the genre of a 

resource has an effect on tagging vocabulary. A group of 40 subjects (native speakers of 

English) were recruited from members of the faculty and the student body at Indiana 

University Bloomington (IUB). Each subject was asked to assign as many tags as he/she 

felt was appropriate to represent the 36 resources in order to retrieve them at some point 

in the future. Each resource represented one of three resource genres identified by Rosso 

(2005) (i.e., news article, blog, ecommerce) and one of four content categories used by 

Rosch and her associates (1976) (i.e., TOOL, CLOTHING, FRUIT, VEHICLE). This 

study used three of the genres identified by Rosso because these genres provide a 

distinctive representation of the “genre ecology of the Internet” (Herring, Scheidt, Bonus, 

& Wright, 2004, p. 7). The following definitions of news article, blog, and ecommerce 

were used to identify resources:  

 News article – textual material, issued or distributed by someone other than 

the author, that reports on an event and includes supporting facts; 

 Blog – a weblog entry that presents the personal opinion of the author; 

 Ecommerce – an offering by an online retailer that describes or advertises a 

product that is for sale online.  

 

The four content categories (TOOL, CLOTHING, FRUIT, VEHICLE) were 

adapted from Rosch et al. (1976) as representative of the “most common categories of 

concrete objects” in the English language (p. 387). 

Selection of the set of 36 resources used in the experiment was based on an 

evaluation of how well each of the 90 preliminary resources represented both the 

category and the genre with which it had been identified. Evaluations were based on the 

ratings of a group of five judges who were recruited from the population of IUB faculty 

and doctoral students.  

Genre tags were coded by two coders, inter-rater agreement between two raters 

was outstanding (k=0.80, p<0.05) (Landis & Koch, 1977) (see Appendix). 

 

Results 

Overall, 7617 tags were collected and analyzed according to the genre and the 

content category of the resources. As shown in Table 1, the percentage of tags assigned to 

the resources in the blog genre  (36.3%) was slightly higher than of the news genre 

(33.9%), which was followed closely by ecommerce (29.8%). Analysis of variance, used 

to test variances in tagging vocabulary across three genres of resources, found 

statistically significant differences across tags assigned to the resources representing 

news, blog and ecommerce genres, F (1, 39)= 193.94, p < .00.   There were also 

statistically significant differences in assignment of tags across four content categories 

and three genres: TOOL category, F (1, 39)= 99.94, p < .00, CLOTHING category, F (1, 

39)= 68.03, p < .00, VEHICLE category, F (1, 39)= 50.36, p < .00, and FRUIT category, 

F (1, 39)= 48.64, p < .00. 

 

Table 1  

Tagging Vocabulary: Genres and Content Categories 
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Category/Genre News Article Blog Ecommerce Total 

TOOL 647 (8.5%) 635 (8.3%) 612 (8%) 1894 (24.9%) 

CLOTHING 658 (8.6%) 721 (9.5%) 610 (8%) 1989 (26.1%) 

FRUIT 647 (8.5%) 735 (9.6%) 514 (6.7%) 1896 (24.9%) 

VEHICLE 629 (8.3%) 672 (8.8%) 537 (7.1%) 1838 (24.1%) 

Total 2581 (33.9%) 2763 (36.3%) 2273 (29.8%) 7617 

 

Following, categories emerged from analysis of the tagging vocabulary: content 

related tags (78.3%), tags specifying the genre of a resource (12.1%), tags identifying the 

source of a resource (5.3%), tags specifying the geographical location (1.8%), date 

(1.4%) and author or individual (1.1%) responsible for the intellectual content of a 

resource (see Table 2).  

 

Table 2 

Tagging Vocabulary by Categories and Genres 

 

Genre/Categories  News Article Blog Ecommerce Total 

Content 25.8% 28.4% 24.1% 78.3% 

Genre 3.9% 4.6% 3.6% 12.1% 

Source 2.3% 1.4% 1.7% 5.3% 

Geographical Location 0.8% 0.9% 0.2% 1.8% 

Date 0.6% 0.5% 0.3% 1.4% 

Author  0.6% 0.5% 0% 1.1% 

Total 33.9% 36.3% 29.8%  

 

A breakdown of the emergent categories by the genres of resources, revealed a 

slight prevalence of content tags assigned to the resources representing the blog (28.4%) 

genre, followed by news (25.8%) and ecommerce (24.1%) (see Figure 1).  Specifically, 

content tags prevailed in the resources representing the blog genre of the FRUIT (8.14%) 

and CLOTHING categories (7.69%), followed by news (6.88%) and ecommerce (6.63%) 

genres of the TOOL category. A minimum number of the content tags were assigned to 

the resources representing the ecommerce genre of the FRUIT and VEHICLE categories. 

Genre tags were prevalent in the resources representing the blog genre (4.6%), followed 

by news (3.9%) and ecommerce (3.6%). Most of the genre tags, however, were assigned 

to the news resources representing CLOTHING category (1.5%), followed by blog 

resources representing VEHICLE category (1.4%), and ecommerce resources 

representing CLOTHING (1.1%) and FRUIT (1.1%) categories. Tags representing the 

source, author, and date of the resources were prevalent in the news resources – 2.3%, 

0.6%, 0.6%, respectively.  
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Figure 1. Distribution of Categories of Tags 

 
Figure 1. Representation of emergent categories across four content categories and three 

genres. 

Analysis of a set of genres or genre repertoire (Yates & Orlikowski, 1992) across 

four content categories and three genres of the resources (see Table 3), showed that 

subjects not only recognized the predefined genre of the resources, but also assigned 

genre tags that emerged from the content of the resources tagged. For example, resources 

representing the news genre were also tagged as review, press-release, guide, list, 

commentary, op/ed, critique and facts. Genre tags assigned to the blog resources also 

specified the traditional resource format, such as look book, photo album and catalogue. 

Ecommerce resources were also tagged as homepage, manual and synopsis.  Overall, 

assigned genre tags represented all three categories of the web genre identified by 

Crowston and Williams (2000): reproduced (such as new article, press-release, op/ed) 

adapted (such as blog), and emergent (such as ecommerce, home page).  

Table 3.  

Genre Repertoire  

 

Genre/Category News Article Blog Ecommerce 

TOOL Guide 

Ecommerce 

List 

News article 

Press-release 

Recommendations 
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Blog 
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Press-release 

Ranking 
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Commentary 

Critic  

Editorial 

History 

List 

News article 

Op/Ed 

Opinion 

Review 

Catalogue 

Ecommerce 

Guide 

Link  

List 

Look book 

Recommendations  

Review 

Website 

Ecommerce 

List  

Reviews   

VEHICLE Column 

List 

News article 

Op/Ed 

Review 

Blog  

Ecommerce  

Humor 

News article 

Photographs  

Review  

Story  

Advertisement  

Ecommerce 

Homepage  

List  

Overview  

Review 

Synopsis  

FRUIT About 

Editorial 

Ecommerce 

Facts 

History 

News article 

Overview 

About  

Blog  

Ecommerce  

History  

Guide 

News article  

Review  

Ecommerce 

List  

 

Assignment of tags representing genres of the resources, however, was 

statistically significant only for the resources representing FRUIT category and news 

genre, F (1, 39)= 3.78, p < .005, and for the resources representing VEHICLE category 

and blog genre, F (1, 39)= 5.84, p < .02.  

 

Discussion 

Observed differences in tagging vocabulary across four content categories and 

three genres of the resources, suggest that content and genre of the resources may have an 

effect on the user-generated tagging vocabularies.  Although study revealed a small level 

of significance of tags representing genres of the resources, in line with previous studies 

(e.g., Lamere, 2008; Inskip, 2009) genre tags provided complex and rich representation 

of the news, blog, and ecommerce resources. For example, tags assigned to the online 

news article about the history of the citrus fruits ranged from news article to column, fact, 

history.  Tags assigned to the resources representing blog also revealed users’ 

comprehensive understanding of the overlapping genres. For example, analysis of the 

genre tags assigned to the fashion blog revealed that subjects identified not only the 

actual genre of the resource (blog), but also assigned genre tags that emerged from the 

context of the blog entry: review, look book, tips, catalogue, photographs (photo albums). 

Although there were relatively fewer genre-tags assigned to ecommerce resources, no 

agreement on a single genre assignment was observed. For example, genre tags assigned 

to the ecommerce resources representing the TOOL category ranged from advertisement, 

synopsis to review, shopping.     
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Recognition of the predefined genres of resources suggests that mental 

representation of the text structure and design serve as cues that allow users to quickly 

identify, select and make use of the resources (Dillon, 1991; Rumelhart, 1984; Vaughan 

& Dillon, 2006).   More importantly, variations in tagging vocabulary across content 

categories and genres as well as multifaceted representation of the resource genre suggest 

that utilization of genre is grounded on language, in particular, on its meaning carried to a 

particular group of individuals or “addressivity” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 95). Since each genre 

corresponds to a particular conception of the “addressee”, it determines an area of human 

activity and everyday life to which the given utterance is related. For Bakhtin (1986), 

certain features of language (such as lexicological, semantic and syntactic) are “knit 

together” with the genre providing a framework that facilitates communication.  

 

Conclusions 

Even though this study is limited to the analysis of tagging vocabulary across four 

content categories and three genres of the resources, it provides evidence that genres are 

perceived and considered useful for the resource representation and organization of 

resources. Along with variations in tagging vocabulary across predefined genres, study 

also revealed multifaceted representation of the resource genres – no single genre 

representation was observed across four categories and three genres. This study suggests 

that taxonomic representation of genre does not reflect users perspectives on and 

understanding of the resource genre.  

Genre is intertwined with the language or context that ultimately represents, 

produces, reproduces and modifies particular genres (Bakhtin, 1986). Based on Bakhtin’s 

(1986) notion of genre, this study suggests that genre should be defined within the 

content category or context that is shared among members of a given language group. 

This approach may potentially provide greater opportunity for “making meaning” with 

resources, and, eventually, build systems that “understand” an individual’s information 

ecology.  
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Appendix. Genre Coding. 

Genre Coding Genre Tags 

About  about, about mandarin oranges, about 

clothing, about oranges 

Advertisement  

 

Acura advertisement, ad, clothes for 

toddlers ad 

Blog  

 

blog, CNY farm blog, Syracuse blog, 

Syracuse CNY Farms blog, LA Weekly 

blog, blog post, fruit blog, citrus blog, 

orange blog, news blog, fashion blog, style 

blog, women’s fashion blog, fashion 

blogger, Biodwell blog, car blogs, blog 

review, AutoKeepUp blog, personal blog, 

blog spot, The Culpers blog, English Car 

blog, blogging, England blog, auto blog, 

blog spot, farm blog, blogging, Already 

Pretty blog. Women’s fashion blog 

Catalogue   

Column  column, Warren Brown column 

Commentary   

Critique 

 

fashion critic 

Ecommerce 

 

shopping, tool shopping, product page, 

purchasing information for drill, sales 

website, online shopping, clothes shopping, 

online store, store, retail, shop, pre-school 

sale, online ordering, order form, car 

shopping, vehicle pricing, pricing, pears for 

sale, order Asian pears online, food 

shopping, for sale, sales website, retail, buy 

fruit, store, order form, online gifts, to buy, 

purchase online, shipped to order, online 

organic clothing retailers, online retailer, 

clothing retailers, internet shopping, sale, 

order mangos online order, pears online 

Editorial  

 

fashion editorial, editorial about jeans 

Facts  

 

orange facts, fun facts 
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Guide 

 

price guide, how-to guide, how-to, price 

guide for screwdrivers 

History 

 

history of jeans, history of denim, fashion 

history, history of objects, history of 

mandarin oranges, mandarin orange 

history, food history, history of oranges, 

food history, history of oranges 

Homepage  

 

company site, Acura homepage, Ford 

homepage, main page, zappos homepage 

Humor 

 
 

Link 

 

links to like products, link to online stores, 

organic clothing links 

List  

 

favorite tool list, gift list, wish list, 

company list, men’s ecofriendly clothing 

list, top tool list, tool list 

Lookbook 

 
 

Manual 

 

manual, handi saw manual 

News article news, industry news,  news website, news 

magazine, online news, article, online 

newspaper, fashion news, local news, Iowa 

newspaper, transportation news, weird 

news, MSNBC news, Trinidad Express 

newspaper, newspaper, ThomasNet news, 

product news, Mirror news, BBC News, 

San Francisco Chronicle 

Op/Ed 

 
 

Opinion  

 

opinion, opinion casual clothes, fashion 

opinion 

Overview  

 

overview, vehicle overview   

Photographs  

 

photo album, image, car photos 

Press-release  

 
 

Ranking  

 
 

Recommendations recommendations, purchasing advise, 
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 pozidrive tip, fashion tips, tools 

recommendations 

Review 

 

product review, clothing review, auto 

review, vehicle performance review, 

ACURA RDX review, car review, Warren 

Brown’s car review, Volvo review, Chevy 

Malibu review, hammer and drill review, 
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